
Welcome,
my name is Fábio Pereira, I am the Founder and CEO of 
FxThunder®, and now my congratulations on the initiative 
you have taken, you have decided to enter a world that for 
you is possibly still a mystery, but don't worry, the following 
PDFs will- clarify any doubts you have about what Lots are, 
what pips are, what is spread, what is leverage, and most 
important of all, how to follow our signals.

II advise you to read all the PDFs, regardless of your level of 
experience, they will help you to understand things that you 
do not understand at this moment, or help you to understand 
even better something you already knew.
You can ask any questions by sending a message to our 
Instagram page @fx_thunder.

It was a pleasure to be with you, thank you and,

good trades.good trades.
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What is Forex?
Forex involves the purchase of one currency and the 
simultaneous sale of another, that is, currencies are traded in 
pairs, imagine for example the EUR / USD pair, the investor 
does not buy euros or dollars physically, but a monetary 
exchange ratio between them . Forex is a market in which 
currency derivatives are traded, or contracts whose 
underlying assets are currency pairs. He (the investor) is thus 
remuneratedremunerated for the differences between the appreciation of 
these currencies.

Imagine then that we decided to trade the EUR / USD pair 
which is currently at 1.0780, in this case we enter a BUY 
position, that is, we predict that the value of the Euro will rise 
in relation to the value of the Dollar (either through a direct 
appreciation of the Euro, or direct devaluation of the Dollar), 
meanwhile the price of the pair changed to 1.0790, thus 
increasing 10pips (marked in green), in this case our position 
waswas against what we forecast, which would be a rise of the 
Euro in relation to the Dollar .

You will learn what a “pip” is later on.
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What is a Lot?
Currency pairs are traded in batch contracts. Currently a 
standard lot on the forex market represents $ 100,000, a mini 
lot represents $ 10,000 and a micro lot represents $ 1,000, 
but what does this mean?
See the table below:

IfIf we use a 0.01 lot, it means that we will be entering the 
market with 1 micro lot or 0.1 mini lot or 0.01 standard lot. But 
in reality, what will happen to our account? The pip will have 
a value of $ 0.1 (ten cents on the dollar), so if there is a 
variation of 10 pips in favor of our position, we will gain $ 1.00 
dollar (One dollar) but if the market is 10 pips against our 
position, we will lose one dollar (- $ 1.00).

Lot ValueName

0.01 1.000
10.000
100.000

Micro lote
Mini lote
Lote padrão

0.10
1.00
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What is a Pip?
The pip is the smallest possible exchange rate that can be 
measured at the value of a pair. If the EUR / USD pair 
changes from 1.0790 to 1.0795, here the price change is 5 
Pips. That is, it is the last decimal place of the quotation. This 
means that it is through the pips that the gains and losses of 
our operation and the price in general are calculated. As each 
currency has a different price, it is necessary to make a pip 
calculationcalculation for each particular currency type, that is, the dollar 
pip value is different from the euro pip value, etc.

Imagine the EUR / USD pair, the change was:

1.0790 ---> 1.0770 - Minus 20pips
1.0740 ---> 1.0747 - 7pips more
1.0790 ---> 1.0830 - 40pips more

While in most pairs we use the 4 decimal places, in pairs with 
JPY (Japanese Yen) only two decimal places are used, for 
example:

USD / JPY - 129.80
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Opening positions
We got to the most exciting part, opening positions (signs).
Below you will find an image of an example of a signal that 
you will receive in the Telegram Group, and also the colors of 
where to put what.

Signal Pair
Entry Point

1º Take Profit
2º Take Profit
Stop Loss

Then put the 2nd TakeProfit 
(in green) in the 
corresponding place, and 
the StopLoss value (in red) 
in its corresponding place.
ClickClick 0.01 to choose the Lot, 
check the PDF below to find 
out which Lot you should 
use.
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What is an EMA and how to use it
Exponential moving averages act as a technical indicator to 
show how the price of a pair has moved, on average, over a 
period of time. Exponential moving averages are often used 
to help highlight trends, detect trend reversals and provide 
trading signals.
EMA periods:
- Short Term: 5 to 20 periods
- Medium- Medium Term: from 20 to 60 periods
- Long Term: more than 100 periods

In this case we have an EMA with a period of
200 (blue) and one with a period of 70 (orange)

Notice how the crossings of the EMA resulted in a
reversal of price direction, but beware, EMAs do not
are rollback confirmations.



Concluding,
We hope that you have read everything and that you now 
understand everything you needed to start trading with 
FxThunder®.
IfIf you still have any doubts feel free to send us a message to 
the Instagram page, we have 24/7 support, but before you 
decide to send a message, read again what you don't 
understand, we received a lot of messages so we may not 
respond immediately to your question.

OnceOnce again, we hope that you are prepared to negotiate with 
the signals that we will send you daily, from the FxThunder® 
team,

Thank you.
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